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About Masks and People
With "Acts of Resistance and Repair," the Schirn Kunsthalle is showing the multi-layered work of 
Indian photographer Gauri Gill. Among other things, the focus is on the mask, which appears in Gill's 
works in various forms and functions.

The great power attributed to the transformation into other roles is shown by a look at the word origin of the 
mask. Its term derives from the Arabic "mashara", which translates as jester or farce, joke or tease. Those 
who wear masks can make fun of, exaggerate, ironize, play a prank on others, or hold a mirror up to the 
audience. In the protection of concealing one's true identity, many things suddenly become possible that 
would otherwise be considered indecent or even socially sanctioned. Ritualized in carnival or on the theater 
stage, on the movie screen and in spiritual traditions, wearing a mask gives its wearer almost magical 
powers for the duration of a precisely defined ritual. And the circumstances that usually determine the lives of 
all involved are suspended for a moment.

We also encounter masks in Gauri Gill's work: nameless women and men of the Indian rural population who 
appear in the artist's photographs masked as animals or people, men and women, wolf or cockroach. They 
are members of marginalized groups such as the indigenous Adivasi, who in the country with its caste 
system, and also the massive urban-rural divide, are otherwise rarely given space in pictures - as acting 
subjects even less so. They have long been the focus of interest of Gauri Gill, who was born in Chandigarh 
in 1970 and who, after stopovers in the U.S., now lives in New Delhi. The photo artist has portrayed them in 
numerous analog black-and-white photographs and brought their lives to the exhibition halls in series such 
as "Notes from the Desert".

Finally, in the photo series "Acts of Appearance", begun in 2015, Gill's protagonists come into focus in bright 
colors and large formats: in these pictures, too, they go about doing ordinary things, albeit in a surreally 
alienated manner. For example, a doctor with an elephant's head listens to a patient's chest, people with 
masked faces sit in school and government offices, or draw water from a village well.

The pictures were created in Maharashtra, where members of the Kokna tribe are at home. The magnificent 
papier-mâché masks they wear in Gill's photographs are deeply rooted in the community's local tradition: 
during the Bahoda festival, they are used to perform stories linking well-known Hindu myths with indigenous 
tales. What would happen if existing storytelling traditions were brought closer to the everyday lives of their 
people?

Gauri Gill regularly collaborates with other arts practitioners, as well as nonprofit organizations. For "Acts of 
Appearance," she collaborated with two local mask makers who, instead of Hindu deities, in this case 
created ordinary people or local animals to put over the face. Together with the villagers, Gill re-staged 
everyday scenes - the result is a kind of magical realism that is at the same time connected to the reality of 
its protagonists' lives and points beyond them. The pictures can now be seen at the Schirn, which has 
assembled around 200 works by Gauri Gill in a large overview. The acts of appearance [here german 
translation], or forms of appearance, that are alluded to in the Indian photographer's latest series run like a 
thread through her multi-layered oeuvre - with and without visibly worn masks.

>> Gauri Gill: Acts of Resistance and Repair, October 13-January 8, 2023, Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt, 
further information on the Schirn website.


